
A group-wide initiative to re-evaluate all vendor relationships, beginning with office

supplies - an overly expensive pain point across the business, led by David Pistorius,

Director of Operations, provided visibility into who was spending what money across

the organisation and what they were spending it on.“Very quickly, we saw the cost

of ink and toner shoot to the top of the list by a factor of two,” David explained.

The company’s print fleet included 78 desktop printers in the Irving office 

and up to 30 devices in its Cedar Rapids office, as well as 12 ageing large 

commercial-grade copiers. “Our research revealed that our desktop printing

model was flawed. We were paying 15 cents per colour printed page while a

black and white page cost 4 cents a page. And when we factored in the number

of tickets raised with the helpdesk for supporting the printers, it became clear

that printing was an enormous cost and time drain,” David added.

Another key driver for change was a requirement to improve information 

security. “We had an instance where month-end statements had been left on

the printer. As a publicly traded company with blackout dates for employees to

trade stock, leaving something around like that could lead to some pretty big

problems, so when the CFO got wind of us working on a secure print solution,

it kind of caught fire and got some legs under it to get it done quicker,”

David explained.

Moreover, staff continued to request additional functionality such as scan, fax,

and scan-to-email capability, which the legacy fleet didn’t have. “We realised 

we needed a better solution, especially as we’re growing, and so we conducted

a competitive tender/RFP process to move to a centralised printing model with

security built-in,” David said.
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Customer profile

Blucora, Inc. is a leading provider of 

tax-smart financial solutions that 

empower people’s goals.

The company operates through two primary

businesses; HD Vest, the tax-focused 

broker-dealer which is headquartered in

Irving,Texas, and Cedar Rapids, Iowa-based,

tax-filing partner TaxAct, which provides

affordable digital and downloadable tax

management software.

EveryonePrint partner Novatech recommended 18 networked Konica Minolta

multifunctional printers (MFPs), equipped with print management software 

to meet the secure copy, print and scan requirements for all staff across the 

two locations.

However after publishing the RFP, Blucora migrated to the Okta platform for

single sign-on authentication.This meant they experienced issues integrating

the print management software during the implementation stage. At this point,

Novatech recommended switching to EveryOnePrint Hybrid Cloud Platform

(HCP) which fully integrates with Okta.

HCP, a multi-tenant cloud print infrastructure platform which enables the entire

printing infrastructure to be deployed and controlled from a single web-based

interface, has been designed against OWASP (Open Web Application Security

Project) best practices and principles and is fundamentally secure. For added

convenience, a bEST certified App is available for secure release of print jobs

from any Konica Minolta bizhub MFP control panel.

“We had some challenges at the beginning,” explained Josh Mitchell, Lead,

Blucora Infrastructure Engineering. “Blucora comprises three different companies

and for regulatory reasons, all three are on totally separate networks. So initially

users were a little frustrated, for example, if they were working on TaxAct from

the Irving office, they could only choose from a limited printer pool, because a

lot of them were dedicated to HD Vest, and some were only available to Blucora.”

HCP enables users from multiple domains to connect to any Blucora device,

irrespective of their network. Josh continued: “Our initial vendor couldn’t provide

us with a solution to do a full integration, so I engaged directly with some of the

upper level developers at EveryonePrint. We were able to address all regulatory

issues by having one server in the cloud and another onsite and seamlessly link

HCP and Okta, our cloud identify management system, then tie that back to our

badge system, so that regardless of location, staff can simply swipe their badge

to authenticate at any device and retrieve their print-out. It’s really simplified

things for our users, as far as which devices they have access to. Now they just

don’t have to worry about it.”

Challenge

Solution



Blucora was the first EveryonePrint customer to leverage HCP’s integration with

Okta, providing users with advanced access management security benefits.

“Blucora is a complex organisation, we have three different companies, three 

different sets of users and three domains. The biggest problem with the previous

vendor’s solution was that there was no way to fully integrate everybody, they

wanted us to set up three separate servers, it was going to be three different

processes, which wasn’t workable,” Josh said.

He continued: “We worked with EveryonePrint in order to get all the nuts and

bolts worked out, to streamline the process of linking everything into the single

authentication method so that it was completely seamless, no matter where

you were or which domain you were on. What really impressed me was the

responsiveness, the willingness and the desire to see this work for us. If I needed

a phone call, we had a phone call. If I needed some help walking through 

something, all I had to do was reach out.”

Speaking about the rollout Josh said it went very smoothly. “Working closely

with EveryonePrint, we were able to get everything pre-staged, all the software

ready and pushed, we had everything ready and waiting. All we had to do the

night before was take out the old printers and switch the plugs. Everything was

already set up. We pushed the software to all the users, so when they came in

the next morning, they just had a new printer called Blucora print. That allowed

them to print to any one of our locations,” he explained.

“The way our system works is that when an employee scans their badges on the

machine for the first time, they have to manually type in their Okta credentials

to make that back-end sync.Thereafter they have access to jobs via a single

swipe,” David said.

One of the biggest benefits of the centralised system is easy access, anytime

and from anywhere. “Say our CEO was in the Irving office and he sent a job to

print before getting on a plane to Cedar Rapids. He just has to swipe his badge

at any printer in Cedar Rapids and the job will be there. As long as it’s within the

set time, since our jobs do auto-expire after a period, but it’s literally seamless,”

he added.

In the first seven weeks, volumes reached around 4,500 printed pages a day.

As part of the initiative to cut costs, while everyone has the ability to print in

colour, the default was set to mono. “Over 90% of pages printed were black 

and white, people didn’t override as much as I thought they would,” David 

commented, adding: “That’s delivering a cost saving of about $1000 a week on

print costs alone.”

Blucora is also achieving additional savings on paper and waste, as jobs aren’t printed

until the user authenticates at the device and uncollected print-outs are deleted

from the queue after a set time period. David said: “At one point, we uncovered

over $10,000 worth of expired toner in a closet that no one knew was there. So the

secondary benefit is that we don’t have cash tied up in paper and toner. Facilities

manages the paper ordering and supplies are included in our contract.”

Future plans include removing the onsite server forcing all users to send print jobs

directly to the cloud.The next release of HCP will include encryption at rest. “Once

that is implemented we will move forward with removing a zone in our networking

which points to the on-premise server if users are on our regulated network 

and just have everyone print directly to the cloud server so it’s all centralised.

It’s necessary right now, to meet a requirement from our information security

group,” Josh explained, adding: “That will remove a potential point of failure on

our end where an issue with the print server could impact our users.”

With adoption of the new centralised MFP network now gaining traction, the

next stage is to remove all remaining desktop printers. “People have been

impressed by the ease of use and have appreciated the speed at which the new

devices print – twice as many pages per minute as a desktop printer,” David said.

Josh added: “In our Irving office, there’s multiple devices per floor, so if you want to

print something but go over and someone’s printing a large document, you can

just walk around the corner and go to a different device.Whereas before, once you

sent the job, it’s printing and you’re just stuck.That’s been hugely beneficial.”

One of the biggest advantages of EveryonePrint’s hybrid platform is the ability

to eliminate print servers, windows server licenses and the requirement to run

clients on workstations. It’s estimated that it costs around $4,000 per annum to

run a single print server, making the potential cost savings for Blucora significant.

Managing Blucora’s legacy print infrastructure required print servers in both

locations. Josh said: “We have two servers in Irving, and one or two more 

in Cedar Rapids. Those still exist right now but they’re not being used.

“They’re still there just in case someone had a networked printer in their area

that they can print to. But as far as I know the usage on those is almost 

nothing now. Once we take out all of the other desktop printers, we will go 

in and remove those out of our infrastructure.”

Another benefit has been to reduce the helpdesk’s workload. “We haven’t come

across any system errors since rollout, but if there are any, they will be directed

to Novatech or EveryonePrint, which has reduced the burden on our helpdesk.

We’re getting approximately four tickets a day across 500 employees and 

contractors, and it’s typically user errors. As soon as our people get comfortable

changing their default printer by themselves, we expect to see that figure fall

further.” David concluded.

Benefits

“ Working closely with EveryonePrint, we were able to get 

everything pre-staged, all the software ready and pushed”
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